Extracurricular
Training

envoynegotiation.com

Seminar Content

Interactivity
At Envoy, we believe that negotiation provides the world’s
most versatile skillset. Whether you’re practicing diplomacy

Preparation Required

in Model United Nations, or rehearsing a persuasive public
speech, we can take your performance to the next level.
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Personalised Coaching
Everyone has a different background and a
unique skillset, so why settle for group seminars?
We provide coaching targeted to your strengths,
weaknesses, and personal learning style.

Supported Extracurriculars
We currently specialise in training for the
following extracurriculars, based on our personal
achievements within them:

Model United Nations

B

World-Class Experience
From top honours at Harvard WorldMUN,
to knockout rounds in Australian debating
championships... we know what it takes to
succeed, and pass that on directly to you.

Debating
Public Speaking

Our extracurricular training is best presented in
workshop format for ~30 students.

Personal Coaching
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Proven Track Record
We’ve trained students who have gone on to win
top honours at national competitions in their
chosen extracurriculars — and we’re still getting
better!

We also provide general coaching to students
at a discounted rate. While we specialise in
negotiation training, we also provide coaching on
related skillsets — such as building confidence in
social situations, or preparing for job interviews.

Extracurricular Training
Workshop Examples
Model UN — Resolution Writing

Debating — First Principles

This workshop gives students a holistic grasp of
what United Nations Resolutions are for, and how
to write them effectively, including:

This workshop provides students with the tools
and concepts they need to prepare and present
debate cases on their own, including:

»

How UN Resolutions differ in strength and
style across various UN committees

»

Universal themes that appear in virtually all
debates, to aid in issue identification

»

Correct grammar, formatting, and structure of
a UN Resolution

»

Strong logical arguments, and how to tailor
them to any individual debate

»

Strategic use of Resolution writing to
influence your committee and blocs

»

Assessing (and explaining) the importance of
multiple arguments relative to each other

»

Common types of Resolution clauses, and
how to build and refine them

»

Dealing with debates when you have very few
examples or little background knowledge

Public Speaking — Influence

Custom Training Workshops

This workshop steps students through common
tools of persuasion, and how to apply them in
their speeches, including:

Do your students need personalised training,
built to their needs, rather than a cookie-cutter
approach? Envoy offers:

»

Speechwriting patterns and techniques that
almost all judges look for

»

Free development of custom workshops, for
no extra fee

»

Use of tempo, tone, body language, and other
physical cues to convince others

»

Flexibility in number of students, staff-tostudent ratio, and workshop length

»

Marketing tools used to subconsciously
influence others to accept your views

»

Free consultation meetings to decide whether
single or recurring workshops suit best

»

Leading, not lamenting — convincing others
by presenting a final call to action

»

Supplementary or stand-alone materials, for
either home or class based use

?
Suitable For All Skill Levels
Whether you are an already advanced speaker and negotiator, or completely
new to the field, Envoy tailors its workshop content, examples, and difficulty to
suit you — just let us know in advance, and we will make the adjustments for no
extra cost!

Service Personalisation

Contact Us

Our workshop delivery is responsive to participant
questions and feedback — topics covered during your
experience may vary slightly. We are also able to tailor
workshops to your specific needs, with notice!

For more information or to book our services, visit:
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admin@envoynegotiation.com
envoynegotiation.com

